
Why All the Deception? 

 

In the United States great pains have been taken to protect consumers from misleading and/or 

deceptive business practices. ―Truth in lending‖ regulations now compel banks to fully disclose all costs 
associated with their loan products. The Food and Drug Administration requires companies to disclose 
product ingredients, as well as the potential risks associated with them. Movies have ratings. Products 
have warning labels. And Americans are constantly being educated about the potential risks of certain 
products falling into the hands of certain consumers.  
  
Most reputable corporations want their customer to make informed buying decisions—most, but not all. 
When it comes to abortion the very opposite is true. Abortion providers are very conscientious when it 
comes to keeping their clients in the dark about what is happening during an abortion. Additionally, during 
counseling sessions abortion is almost always presented as the most attractive option.  
  
What follows are confession form some of the leading abortion providers that reveal just how far some 
people will go to make clients ignorant of the facts concerning this gruesome procedure. If such was the 
approach with any other business, there would be hell to pay. Malpractice attorneys would be lining up to 
get a shot at bringing down some mega corporation. And well they should. If every business had the 
same values as abortion clinics, free enterprise would stop and public trust would crumble. 
  

~~~ 
  

"We were hiding from the women some of the pieces of truth about abortion that were 
threatening.‖ –Charlotte Taft, former clinic administrator  
 

~~~ 
 
"Vital signs should be observed regularly, and a Doppler [for listening to the fetal 
heartbeat] inaudible to the patient should be used at intervals to determine the presence 
or absence of fetal heart tones.. This [informed consent] is a controversial area, but most 
professionals in the field feel that it is not advisable for patients to view the products of 
conception, to be told the sex of the fetus, or to be informed of a multiple pregnancy". --
Abortionist Warren Hern in "Abortion Practice" J.B. Lippincott Company, 1984 pgs 145 
and 304 
 

~~~ 
 
"Sonography in connection with induced abortion may have psychological hazards. 
Seeing a blown-up, moving image of the embryo she is carrying can be distressing to a 
woman who is about to undergo an abortion, Dr. Sally Faith Dorfman noted. She stressed 
that the screen should be turned away from the patient." --"Obstetrics and Gynecology 
News" editorial February 15-28, 1986 
 

~~~ 
  
"They [the women] are never allowed to look at the ultrasound because we knew that if 
they so much as heard the heart beat, they wouldn't want to have an abortion."-Dr. 
Randall Pro-Choice 1990: Skeletons in the Closet" by David Kuperlain and Mark Masters 
in Oct "New Dimensions" magazine 



  
"We tried to avoid the women seeing them [the fetuses] They always wanted to know the 
sex, but we lied and said it was too early to tell. It's better for the women to think of the 
fetus as an ‗it‘.-Abortion clinic worker Norma Eidelman quoted in Rachel Weeping p 34 
 

~~~ 
   
"It is when I am holding a plastic uterus in one hand, a suction tube in the other, moving 
them together in imitation of the scrubbing to come, that woman ask the most secret 
question. I am speaking in a matter-of-fact voice about 'the tissue' and 'the contents' 
when the woman suddenly catches my eye and says 'How big is the baby now?' These 
words suggest a quiet need for definition of the boundaries being drawn. It isn't so odd, 
after all, that she feels relief when I describe the growing buds bulbous shape, its 
miniature nature. Again, I gauge, and sometimes lie a little, weaseling around its infantile 
features until its clinging power slackens." --abortion worker Sallie Tisdale "We Do 
Abortions Here" Oct 1987 Harpers Magazine p 68 
 

~~~ 
 
My official title at the mill was, "health worker." I did various duties-lab work, leading 
groups (deceiving women about their abortions), "advocating" (deceiving women during 
their abortions), and assisting the abortionist, which included helping during the abortion 
and checking to make sure all the parts of the baby were there in the collection jar 
afterwards. I will never forget, in the second-trimester abortions, holding those little feet 
up to a chart on the wall to make sure of the age of the baby. ---Dina Madsen 
 

~~~  
  
"Sometimes we lied. A girl might ask what her baby was like at a certain point in the 
pregnancy: Was it a baby yet? Even as early as 12 weeks a baby is totally formed, he 
has fingerprints, turns his head, fans his toes, feels pain. But we would say 'It's not a 
baby yet. It's just tissue, like a clot.'" --Kathy Sparks "The Conversion of Kathy Sparks" by 
Gloria Williamson, Christian Herald Jan 1986 p 28 
 

~~~ 
   
"When discussing the sonogram, you are supposed to tell the client that it is a 
measurement as far as the pregnancy is concerned, but not a measure of the fetal head 
or anything like that." --Rosemary Petruso, on her training to be an abortion counselor. 
Her story appeared in the St.Louis Review and was also quoted in "Women Exploited: 
The Other Victims of Abortion" Paula Ervin, editor. Huntington: Our Sunday Visitor, 1985 
 

~~~ 
  
"In fact many women will come to me considering abortion, and I have been personally 
told that I am to turn the monitor away from her view so that seeing her baby jump around 
on the screen does not influence her choice." Shari Richards, quoted from the John 
Ankerburg Show on 3/7/90 
 
 



~~~ 
  
"There was a public health center in a town not far from Denver and they sent a lot of 
girls to us. They told us they did all the counseling. We weren't allowed to counsel them 
or even ask them about birth control. We couldn't even tell them what could happen 
during the abortion. Nothing. If we tried to discuss alternatives, we would get in trouble 
with the doctor because then the health center would threaten to send their business 
elsewhere. All we did was find out how far along they were, tell them when they were 
going to be finished, get their money, do the abortion, and send them home." --
Registered nurse Sam Griggs From "Abortion Clinics: An Inside Look" published by Last 
Days Ministries. 
 

~~~ 
  
"You have to become a bit schizophrenic. In one room, you encourage the patient that 
the slight irregularity in the fetal heart is not important, that she is going to have a fine, 
healthy baby. Then, in the next room you assure another woman, on whom you just did a 
saline abortion, that it is a good thing that the heartbeat is already irregular.‖ Abortion 
counselor 
 

~~~ 
 
"Television interviews in particular should focus on the public issue involved (right to 
confidential and professional medical care, freedom of choice and so forth) and not on 
the specific details of the procedure."  
  

~~~ 
 
"You know, we still say "products of conception." Well, why don't we say it looks like- you 
know, a twenty-week fetus looks like a baby. Why can't we say that in public? Because 
that's what the ―antis‖ (Pro-lifers) say, you know." 
 

~~~ 
  
"I feel some sadness [about abortions] and I think part of the problem is that we don't talk 
about that...we don't talk about it as much as we think about it...somehow your pro-choice 
stance is compromised by saying the word "baby."...We don't allow ourselves to say or 
think that word...." 
  

~~~ 
 
"It [the fetus] is a form of life...This has to be killing...The question then becomes "is this 
kind of killing justifiable?  In my own mind, it is justifiable, but only with the informed 
consent of the mother" --abortionist quoted in "Democrat and Chronicle" 7/5/92 From the 
Dallas Observer 3/18/95 
 
 
 
  



~~~ 
 
"Planned Parenthood is set up so clinic workers never have to see the babies. It's set up 
that way because having to look at the babies bothers the workers. ...Generally there is 
one clinic worker in charge of the babies...I was that clinic worker. I had to look at the 
babies. I had to store them, I had to send them to pathology. And I was the person who 
had to dispose of them.....in order to maintain my sanity, I established a personal 
mourning ritual. I said Shiva for the babies. I said prayers for the dead. I also named the 
babies as I put them in a waste container." –abortion worker  
 

 ~~~  
 
"I have seen hundreds of patients in my office who have had abortions and were just lied 
to by the abortion counselor. Namely 'This is less painful than having a tooth removed. It 
is not a baby.' Afterwards, the woman sees Life magazine and breaks down and goes 
into a major depression." -Psychologist Vincent Rue quoted in "Abortion Inc" David 
Kupelian and Jo Ann Gasper, New Dimensions, October 1991 p 16 
  

~~~  
 
―Every woman has these same two questions: First, ‗Is it a baby?‘ ‗No‘ the counselor 
assures her. ‗It is a product of conception (or a blood clot, or a piece of tissue). . .How 
many women would have an abortion, if they told them the truth?" --Carol Everett, former 
owner of two clinics and director of four "A Walk Through an Abortion Clinic" by Carol 
Everett ALL About Issues magazine Aug-Sept 1991, p 117 
  
 


